CONTRACT OF ENROLMENT BETWEEN UWC EAST AFRICA ("THE SCHOOL") AND THE STUDENT:

Name and Surname of Student: ________________________________________________  
Name and Surname of 1st Parent/ Guardian ___________________________________  
Relationship to student: __________________________________________________  
Name and Surname of 2nd Parent/ Guardian ___________________________________  
Relationship to student: __________________________________________________  

I/We hereby confirm that I/we have read this contract of enrolment, and agree to the provisions and/or my/our undertakings outlined in the Secondary Handbook including the “UWC Common Code of Conduct” and the “UWC East Africa Code of Conduct”; the “Student Responsibility”; the “Parent/Guardian Acknowledgement, Consent and Agreement”; “Parental Consent Form”; and the “IT System User Agreement”.  

I/We have discussed with my/our son/daughter/ward all outlined aspects of the School expectations and his/her acceptance of enrolment at the School has my/our full approval.  

I/We confirm that we have received the financial tabulation outlining our financial responsibilities towards the college and that I/we agree to these conditions.  

Signature of student: ____________________________ Place and Date: ________________  
Signature of student on turning 18: ______________________ Place and Date: ________________  

Signature of 1st Parent/Guardian: ______________________ Place and Date ________________  
Signature of 2nd Parent/Guardian: ______________________ Place and Date ________________  

Name and Surname of College Representative: Signed:  

PLEASE NOTE: Both parents / guardians have to sign this form unless there is only one legal guardian. if there is only one legal guardian, please note here, and briefly state the reason for this:  

________________________________________________________________________